Accessible Apps for Individuals with Vision Loss
Name

Cost

Apple Android Voiceover Description

BARD MOBILE FREE

X

X

X

BE MY EYES

FREE

X

X

X

BLIND
BARGAINS

FREE

X

X

X

BLIND
SQUARE
COLOR
DETECTOR
COLOR
INSPECTOR

$40.00

X

FREE

X

ENVISION
AI

$4.99/
MONTH

X

X

X

KNFB
READER

$99.00

X

X

X

LAZARILLO
GPS

FREE

X

X

X

MAGLIGHT

FREE

X

MAG X-CLARO FREE

X

SEEING AI

FREE

X

TALKING
CALCULATOR

FREE

TAP TAP SEE

FREE

WAY AROUND

FREE

FREE

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

If you are registered with NLS, create a BARD
mobile account to download talking books,
magazines and more.
Connect with a volunteer through live video call
to communicate directly in order to solve a
problem.
Latest deals and news for visually impaired
community: browse things like computers, screen
readers, note takers, braille etc.
Accessible GPS app that describes environment,
streets and specified points as the user travels.
Color identifier for Android, identifies colors with
speech output.
Color identifier for Apple, reads colors out loud
only using the voice-over feature.
Envision allows the user to read text out loud
using optical character recognition (OCR) technology. 60 languages available. Also, the app
provides a color detector, barcode scanner and
scene description option. 14-day free trial
subscription starts at $4.99/month or no cost for
up to 10 actions/month.
Gives user instant access to print by using text
to speech and or text to braille. The app assists
with taking a photo of text by using an alignment
tool with spoken guidance. Snap multiple pages,
books, labels etc.
GPS for people who are blind or have low vision,
lets you explore the world around you and set up
routes.
Magnifying glass with a light, users can magnify
from 1.0X-5.0X. Android version is titled:
Magnifying Glass + Flashlight.
Wide range of magnification, high contrast and
color viewing options to read small text in books
and newspapers, study and photograph small
objects and labels and see menus in dimly lit
restaurants.
Reads short text, documents, barcode scanner,
object and face recognition, color ID and
handwriting OCR.
An accessible calculator that speaks the names
of the buttons as they are tapped on and reads
out loud the numeric answers.
A mobile camera application designed
specifically for the blind and visually impaired
used to analyze and identify any
two- or three-dimensional object at any angle.
A labeling system that uses smart tags plus the
mobile app to help identify objects around the
home. Labels cost extra & phone must be
updated in order to have a scanner-built in.
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Learn more: Applevis.com/apps (iPhone)
or Blindnesssupport.com (Android)

Low Vision Aids
Talking Clocks

Atomic Talking Clock, Talking Keychain, Talking
Watch

Large button Telephones

Serene Cordless Phone, Captel, Big Button
Landline Phone

Accessible Phone Apps

Seeing AI, Envision AI, BeMyEyes

CCTV’s / Digital Magnifiers

Eschenbach Mobulix Touch, Ruby HD, Topaz EZ,
Omni Reader, Onyx OCR (portable)

Writing Guides

Signature Guide, Envelope Addressing Guide,
Check Writing Guide, Bold Lined Paper

Talking Medical Devices

Blood Pressure Cuff, Scale, Thermometer

Cooking Aids

Talking countdown timer, Talking Food
Thermometer, Double Spatula, Long Oven Mitts

Lighting

Uno Daylight Lamp, Stella Tactile Lamp, OttLite

Glare Filters/fit-overs
Haven, Cocoon NOIR

Traditional Magnification

Stand magnifiers, Hand-Held magnifiers

Large Print Items

Large Print Calendars, Address Book, Account
Deposit

Voice Recording Devices

Wilson Digital Recorder, Microspeak Digital
Recorder

Positioning Aids

Lap Desk, Clear Clipboard, Typoscope

Low Vision Aid Resources-Description
and Images are Available at:
Cleveland Sight Center Eyedea Shop
• ClevelandSightCenter.org/eyedeashop

Low Tech Labeling tools

Bump dots, Locator Dots, Spot In Line Tactile
Marking Liquid

High Tech Voice Labeling System
Penfriend, ID Mate, Talking Label Wand,
WayAround App
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Services for Individuals with
Blindness or Low Vision
Assistive Technology

Instruction in adaptive techniques, hardware and software to access
technology (i.e. computers, tablets, smart phone, and other smart
technology).

Communication

Teaching various forms of adaptive communication skills including how
to read and write Braille for personal, academic, and professional use.

Daily Living Skills

Assessment and training in areas of daily living, such as food
preparation and eating skills, time and money management,
organizational skills, personal care, home management, and home
maintenance.

Low Vision Services

Assessment and training in the use of adaptive aids and techniques to
maximize the use of one’s remaining vision.

Orientation and Mobility (O&M)

Skills and safety techniques for orienting one’s self to the environment
and for traveling within that environment as independently as possible.

Recreational Activities

Specialized programming designed for individuals to meet and engage
others, instill confidence, and build relationships through a variety of
recreational activities.

Social Interaction Skills

Almost all social skills are learned through observation. Individuals who
have had visual impairment from an early age may not have been able
to observe these skills. Having an awareness of body language, facial
expressions, and personal space are necessary for successful social
functioning.

Vocational Rehabilitation

Training and instruction in the skills necessary for obtaining or
maintaining competitive employment.

Support Groups

Support groups specifically for individuals with low vision or blindness or
their families. Individuals discuss their perspective of vision loss and
related issues as well as having the opportunity to learn from the
experiences of others.
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